The Team Dynamics Workshop
Identify the constraints to produce extraordinary results
Why do it?

The Team Dynamics workshop holds up a mirror to the leadership team, showing their impact on the business, on each other, and ultimately, on the bottom line.

Team Dynamics relate to the interpersonal and interdependent process of work – how things get done, who does what and how team members relate to their tasks and each other. You can expect to see immediate and positive results in the way your leadership team interacts, which will in turn directly impact your staff and the subsequent results on your bottom line.

What we do

The Team Dynamics Workshop and Report are an invaluable tool for any leader wishing to understand the existing dynamic of their team.

At an individual level – It identifies strengths, areas for development and the individuals impact on the team.

At a team level – It provides an overview of how the team is functioning and potential areas of risk.

Understanding each member of your team, how they affect other team members and the effectiveness of the team as a whole is critical for success.

The Team Dynamics Report provides an objective overview and clearly identifies key areas for intervention, development and correction.

When the team comes together in this workshop they clearly see how their individual and collective behaviour impacts the rest of the team, the overall performance and subsequent results.

What you’ll receive

Your investment includes:

- A half day workshop, duration is approximately 5 hours including a morning tea break
- A comprehensive Team Dynamics Report on your leadership team
- Joint facilitation by two accredited Integrity and Values Leadership Facilitators
- Full debrief after the workshop including recommendations for any additional coaching or training sessions

Details:

- As a prerequisite all participants must complete an Integrity and Values Profile and have received their personal (2 hour) Profile Feedback Session prior to the workshop
- This workshop is suitable for all Leadership teams
- The physical course location will be off-site at an agreed and suitable venue that is convenient for your team

Contact Integrity and Values today for further information or to book an Integrity and Values Team Dynamics Workshop to evaluate your executive team today.